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“SÍ HUBO GENOCIDIO,” a banner on the back of a Guatemala City bus proclaimed to all who passed on May 14, 2013. Yes, there was genocide. Just days before, it had been proven and finally, for the first time, recognized in a Guatemalan court of law. The figure in the banner’s image, shouting out the news for all to hear, was a familiar one. With clear, open eyes, hands cupping his mouth to amplify his voice, and wings of an angel, chillingly and artfully rendered through the strategic placement of human scapulae, he had represented the coming to voice of Guatemalan genocide victims for decades.1 But the image, accompanied by its unflinching text—yes, there was genocide—held new meaning amid the immense political reality of the day. For the first time, it radiated justice.

Between 1960 and 1996, Guatemalans endured a 36-year-long internal armed conflict, during which state security forces and paramilitary groups were responsible for the death and disappearance of approximately 200,000 people, the decimation of hundreds of indigenous communities, and the establishment of a climate of terror and impunity that endures into the present.1 In the nearly two decades since, community members, activists, and their supporters have worked, despite ongoing threats and assassinations, to bring these horrors to light and their perpetrators to justice. On May 10, 2013, this labor bore fruit as José Efraín Ríos Montt, a former military general and de facto president from 1982–83, was judged guilty of orchestrating the massacre of 1,771 Mayan Ixils and the forcible displacement of 29,000, as well as sexual violations and torture (Open Society Justice Initiative 2013). With this monumental court decision, Guatemala became the first country in the world to try and convict its own former head of state for genocide and crimes against humanity.2

The case against Ríos Montt was made possible by the collaboration of hundreds of individuals whose experience and expertise shed light on the injustices of the past. These included the eyewitnesses and survivors of massacre, torture, and displacement; participants in the exhumation and analysis of victims’ remains; experts in the forensic examination of government documents; and others with mastery in the prosecution of genocide and crimes against humanity. Uniquely positioned to contribute in these endeavors, anthropologists of different specializations—sociocultural, biological, and archaeological—have played vital roles in helping to unsilence Guatemala’s past. Some, such as the nearly two-dozen anthropologists that make up the Guatemalan Forensic Anthropology Foundation (FAFG), have been central to the exhumation of mass graves, helping to identify victims and analyze their executors’ methods and motives. Others have put ethnography to the service of justice, corroborating eyewitness accounts, collecting survivor testimonies, and detailing the effects of genocide, displacement, militarization, and impunity on the fabric of Guatemalan society.

The majority of anthropologists telling these stories of Guatemala’s recent past and seeking to use them in the service of greater justice are Guatemalan themselves. Many
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are indigenous. Many are survivors of the conflict. Others come from beyond Guatemala and have become deeply invested—as anthropologists often do—in the well-being of their collaborators and in the processes of justice to which they contribute. A handful of those anthropologists most closely connected to the genocide trail of Ríos Montt are based in the United States, and the dialogical interview that follows highlights their experiences and reflections as committed, public intellectuals participating in this landmark case of international consequence.

Stuesse: How did you become involved in the study of genocide and in the legal case against Ríos Montt?

Manz: I traveled and conducted research in the Ixil region in March 1983, the location and time period in which the horrific violence and destruction took place. In addition, I went to the Lacandón rain forest of Chiapas, Mexico, in November 1982 to interview and collect testimonies from Guatemalan refugees near the Mexico–Guatemala border. I may have been the only anthropologist to travel to these two locations during this period.

Oglesby: In 2011, the Guatemalan Public Ministry contacted me to write an expert witness report on forced displacement in the Maya-Ixil region. This report was based on fieldwork I did in the Ixil region in the mid- to late 1980s, as a member of the research team of Guatemalan anthropologist Myrna Mack (assassinated in 1990).

Snow: In December 1990, I stopped in Guatemala on my way home from Argentina, where I had spent several years recruiting and training the Argentine Forensic Anthropology Team (EAAF), dedicated to the investigation of the disappearance of thousands of Argentine men, women, and children during the years of Junta rule (1976–83). I was met by Eric Stover, executive director of the American Association for the Advancement of Science’s (AAAS) Committee for Scientific Freedom and Responsibility. At the request of a courageous local judge and aided by Eric, I exhumed and identified two victims extrajudicially executed by the Guatemalan military a few years previously. These were the first forensic scientific investigations of the thousands of Ríos Montt’s Mayan victims.

In 1991, with support from AAAS, I returned to Guatemala where, with help from the EAAF team, I recruited and trained the early members of the Guatemalan team, who, like the Argentine team, were undergraduate anthropology and medical students. Our operations over the next few years included the exhumation and examination of about 300 Mayan massacre victims from several mass graves in the Guatemalan Highlands. These first few years were a struggle due to the lack of funding. This changed dramatically in the mid-1990s when Fredy Pecarelli, a Guatemalan-born anthropology student living in New York—where his family had taken refuge during the repression—joined the team. Under his brilliant and inspiring leadership, the little group evolved into the Guatemalan Forensic Anthropology Foundation (FAFG)—the largest forensic anthropological operation in the world. Its personnel consists of anthropologists of all four fields, DNA experts and allied forensic specialists, and clerical staff. Its DNA laboratory is the most advanced in Latin America.

To date, FAFG has recovered close to 30,000 sets of skeletal remains from several hundred mass graves scattered throughout the country and collected many thousands of DNA samples from surviving family victims to facilitate identification. In addition, the circumstances and history of each massacre site is fully documented by oral accounts from survivors and other witnesses.

Sanford: I began investigating Guatemalan massacres in rural Maya communities in 1990. I was the director of research for the Guatemalan Forensic Anthropology Team’s report to Commission for Historical Clarification (CEH, or Truth Commission). In 1994, I worked on the exhumation of the July 1982 Guatemalan Army massacre of the village of Plan de Sanchez. The story of this massacre was central to my first book, Buried Secrets (2003a). I published Violencia y Genocidio en Guatemala (2003b) when Ríos Montt was a presidential candidate in the run-off election. I named him as a genocidaire and provided evidence about the genocide as well as Ríos Montt’s command responsibility and intention to commit genocide. In August 2012, I gave expert testimony to the Spanish Tribunal on the Genocide Case against Ríos Montt and other former army officers.

Olson: For me this work began not in Guatemala but in a cramped Slovenian schoolhouse that provided refuge to hundreds of people who had fled the genocide in former Yugoslavia. The Dayton Peace Accords had been signed just a few months before I arrived, and yet peace seemed like a distant prospect from the confines of the refugee camp. It was in the Dijasiki Dom camp that I began to question how people continue to live together in the wake of mass killings. These questions have now taken me across the globe, to court hearings in The Hague and massacre sites in rural Rwanda. Yet my greatest debts remain in Guatemala, particularly the Ixil area, where I have spent much of my life over the past 15 years as an anthropologist and activist.

Stuesse: Please tell us more about your contributions to the case.

Oglesby: I participated in the trial as one of a handful of international expert witnesses. My report was included in the documentary evidence, and I appeared in court
to ratify my report and answer questions from both the prosecution and the defense. I was asked to analyze the causes and consequences of the forced displacement of Ixil communities. I discussed the army’s “war of extermination” against the Ixils (massacres, scorched earth, massive displacement), as well as the “war of reconstruction” in the Ixil region (persecution of the displaced in the mountains, forced resettlement into model villages, imposition of the civil patrol system, militarization of everyday life, and creation of a new “authorized” Ixil subject). My testimony formed part of the verdict issued on May 10.

Manz: I served as the only international eyewitness and the only social anthropologist to testify against Ríos Montt in Guatemala. Many forensic anthropologists provided crucial, defining evidence, but this may have been the first time a social anthropologist has testified at a genocide trial.

Snow: After 500 years of American Indian genocide, it is the first conviction!

Sanford: The case is important because there is ample evidence to document: (1) there was a genocide; (2) it was intentional; and (3) Ríos Montt had command responsibility. Additionally, the conviction of Ríos Montt in a domestic court is the first time in history that a domestic court tried and convicted a former head of state for genocide. The genocide conviction along with trials of others responsible are necessary for Guatemalan society to reconcile itself with its own history and break the structures of impunity (begun with the genocide) that continue today.

Oglesby: Yes, within Guatemala, the case is important as a step against impunity, to show that no one is above the law. This is especially important for Mayan communities who have never really believed that the Guatemalan justice system could work for them. The case is also important because it puts under judicial scrutiny the entire logic and strategy of the counterinsurgency, whereas up to now the courts had ruled only in isolated cases. Internationally, the hope is to set a precedent to show that crimes of this magnitude can be tried in domestic courts.

The case also revealed the systematic violence committed against women and girls during the worst years of the counterinsurgency. The judges’ verdict put particular emphasis on this aspect, showing that sexual violence was not just a consequence of war but was a weapon of war and a central part of the intention to destroy the ethnic group. This aspect of the case will have broad international ramifications, regardless of what happens to Ríos Montt himself.

Manz: Observers from throughout the world, including many legal scholars and jurists, viewed the trial as very capably organized, and fairly and independently run, and the guilty verdict and 80-year sentence as appropriate. That trial signaled to the world that war criminals can be prosecuted in their own country, which is always preferable. The surviving victims have had a moment to speak, to reveal their heartfelt experiences, and to confront their persecutors. The case is not over but the
Stuesse: What are the unique contributions that anthropology can make in documenting human rights abuses and genocide?

Manz: I would repeat my comments in the keynote address at the annual meeting of the Southwestern Anthropological Association [Manz 2013], soon after returning from my Guatemala testimony: “My experience in Guatemala during this period underscored a unique dimension of social anthropology. It is a discipline that allows us to interview, document, record, reflect, analyze, and, above all, observe deeply through participation. It is an approach that allows us to stay in a community, to live among the people, to be engaged, and to experience part of their lives. We experience their joys as well as their pains, their aspirations along with their defeats. But with that deep immersion comes deep responsibility. We chronicle the lives of people, but we also should be willing to speak out accurately and forcefully when necessary. In a very real way, it is not simply our responsibility, it is truly a moral obligation and a requirement to speak out, to inform. Guatemalan anthropologists Ricardo Falla and Myrna Mack called it ‘antropología comprometida’ (committed anthropology).” (Manz 2013).

Walsh-Haney: Working within a holistic social science, anthropologists collect and organize the physical evidence of a crime transparently and cohesively by working to determine what occurred before, during, and after the genocide. We work with the individual, as well as group, contracting and expanding the pool of stakeholders until reaching political and judicial truth and redress. These cases highlight the effectiveness of forensic anthropologists, archaeologists, and ethnographers working together to document physical evidence and provide impartial and unbiased expert witness testimony. The FAFG experts meticulously documented the grimmest realities of genocide and testified using a neutral demeanor as put forth by the Minnesota Protocol Subsection C.4

Sanford: Given the breadth of our field, anthropologists can offer a qualitative analysis of forensic, ethnographic, and documentary evidence, which helps us to understand what genocide means in lived experience for individuals and communities.

Olson: Anthropology offers a wealth of excellent scholarship on political violence that represents a humble and painful disciplinary quest to witness, document, and understand the armed conflict in Guatemala. It now also examines new ideas and practices emerging in response to the peace process, humanitarian interventions, trials, and the aftermath of genocide. This is important because reconstruction and reconciliation are not only intimate, domesticated projects. The peace process has moved across national boundaries, mapping new terrain as refugees return from refuge, children engage in a social movement that promotes reconciliation, and the future is reimagined.

Oglesby: As a geographer, I am a “fellow traveler” of anthropology. I have been influenced by anthropology’s insistence on ethnographic fieldwork and its open, grounded epistemology. When I was speaking in front of the judges, I really felt the power of being able to communicate this kind of fieldwork. I felt the judges were alert to an analytical framework that would help them synthesize the testimonies while still honoring those testimonies and letting them breathe—that is, an analysis built from the ground up. I also felt that I told a more incisive story of genocide and militarization because of my training in theories of power, the state, and territorialization, which definitely lingered in the background and shaped my testimony.

Stuesse: Would you like to share any reflections, based on your experience, on the role of the “public anthropologist” in cases of high-impact litigation such as this one?

Sanford: Public anthropologists go where we are asked to go. Much of the work on high-impact cases takes place behind the scenes. The anthropological deployment of confidentiality and discretion to both protect informants as well as to maintain trust are also essential for work on high-impact litigation cases. While in academia we often want to explain every detail, sometimes while working on a case we are not able to do this publicly. At the same time, as public anthropology takes on powerbrokers—or, in the case of genocide, powerful current or former army officials—[these] powerful people are likely to become angry with the position taken by public anthropologists and attack them. Thus, public anthropologists must be able to defend not only the work they do on a particular case but also their very right to do that work.

Olson: Scholars who want to reach a broad public—in writing, speaking, or through activism—face the challenge of exploring anthropological thinking on the spot, negotiating social theories that do not lend themselves to a news cycle reliant on Twitter and Instagram to convey the latest headline. But anthropologists are used to being uncomfortable—it is the nature of the discipline—and so public anthropology is a necessary, if occasionally dangerous, task.

Walsh-Haney: My experience working on high-impact cases in Guatemala has reinforced my belief that by improving evidence collection and juridical processing of cases leading to convictions for homicides past and present, Guatemala can move beyond its current state of impunity and establish rule of law. This is a crucial contribution of public anthropologists.
Oglesby: I came away from this experience convinced of the power of praxis, of theoretically informed fieldwork that can make a difference. But for that to happen, certain conditions have to exist. In my case, I was asked to participate as an expert witness because of my long trajectory of collaboration with human rights–related research in Guatemala, including as a researcher with the Commission for Historical Clarification (CEH, or Truth Commission), in 1997 and 1998. I think we need to be willing to validate this kind of experience within the academy. This should be the core of what we do, not something relegated to the margins.

Manz: As anthropologists we should be engaged, we should have a broader concern beyond tenure and “publish or perish.” That is not too much to expect of us. When there is an unusual moral or ethical dimension to what takes place, we have a particular responsibility to speak out. What would we think of a physician or scientist who declined to intervene in a critical situation? We cannot recuse ourselves. Our colleagues in Guatemala and throughout the world have a lot more to consider and rarely shy away from revealing publicly their findings even when it is dangerous to do so. Myrna Mack used to be stunned at the capacity of U.S. anthropologists to go to Guatemala, “sponge” information, and then leave to lock themselves in a leafy campus somewhere far away, publish and get promoted, guiding carefully not to take any missteps, rarely taking a public stance. Myrna would say: here we “perish if we publish.” Yet she did the most extraordinary and courageous fieldwork, was involved, was committed and published, and then assassinated on September 11, 1990, by the same military institution now on trial.

Stuesse: Do you have any final thoughts on your participation in the trial or on the convoluted legal process still underway in the Rios Montt case?

Sanford: There was a genocide in Guatemala. It was intentional, and Rios Montt had command responsibility. The annulment of the conviction by the Constitutional Court on May 21, 2013, indicates the deep roots of impunity and corruption from the past that continue to the present—in this case, in the form of the Constitutional Court.

There is sufficient evidence to indict others responsible for the Guatemalan Genocide, including former General Otto Pérez Molina, the current president of Guatemala. He is using all the resources at his disposition to attack everyone who raises the issue of a trial. The extreme right is attacking human rights advocates, lawyers, the international community, and, of course, anthropologists who have worked on the case for years. These attacks are designed to silence those seeking justice and intimidate internationals. Our brave colleagues in Guatemala need our support today, tomorrow, and into the future until they find justice.

Oglesby: It was extremely important to me to honor the work of my murdered colleague, Myrna Mack, as well as to try to honor the people who shared their stories with us in the 1980s. I feel at peace about that even though the verdict was overturned. There is still a permanent record in Guatemala of everything said in the trial, especially the testimonies of the 98 Ixil survivors.

Manz: This trial is a transcendent milestone internationally as well as for Guatemala despite the fact that the entire proceedings may have to be redone. As I have written elsewhere, “In 1633 the Inquisition annuls Galileo’s findings, but Earth still revolves around the sun; in 2013 Guatemala’s Constitutional Court annuls tribunal’s genocide verdict, but Rios-Montt [is] still guilty.”

NOTES

1. The image, created by Guatemalan photographer Daniel Hernández-Salazar, has been used in processes of memory and street protest over the last 15 years. For more on its role in activism and to view the image and others in its series, see Gonzalez 2012 and Hoelscher 2008.

2. See the country’s two major truth commission reports for more on the Guatemalan Genocide: Comisión para el Esclarecimiento Histórico (1999) and Proyecto Interdiocesano Recuperación de la Memoria Histórica (1998).

3. Ten days after the verdict was announced, Guatemala’s Constitutional Court annulled Rios Montt’s conviction amid rumors of politics at the highest judicial levels. At the time of this writing, a legal stalemate leaves the fate of this historic case uncertain.

4. I identified interview participants by contacting anthropologists I knew had contributed to the Ríos Montt case and asking them to recommend others. All recommendations received invitations to be interviewed; not all agreed to participate. Therefore, those whose work is highlighted herein do not represent the whole universe of collaborating anthropologists, or even U.S.-based anthropologists, on the case. While I have chosen to focus on the contributions of U.S.-based scholars, I feel strongly that similar efforts should be undertaken to shine a spotlight on the courageous and righteous work of our Guatemalan colleagues. It is the AA Public Anthropology Editorial Board’s hope that the newly established AA World Anthropology Associate Editor and Editorial Board, whose first contribution appears in this issue, might take up this challenge.


6. For more on Mr. Pérez Molina’s alleged involvement in the Guatemalan Genocide, see Sanford 2013.

7. Beatriz Manz, as cited on the homepage of the Center for Latin American Studies, University of California, Berkeley (http://www.clas.berkeley.edu).
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Essay

Everyday Reconciliation

Ann E. Kingsolver
University of Kentucky

It is ironic that the word reconciliation appears routinely in the titles of bills passed by the U.S. Congress having to do with budgetary implementation, given the intense polarization of the dominant political parties. Entrenchment appears to be popular as an end in itself rather than exchange in transnational political discourse as well, with examples ranging from the Israeli position on Gaza to North Korea’s nuclear standoff, to the ongoing promotion of international human rights treaties by the U.S. government and its consistent reluctance to sign them. In anthropology, reconciliation (the topic on which I have been asked to write this essay) has not been a popular word or practice for some time, in part because of the liberal, Christian, and—some argue—colonial logic it represents. For theoretical and political reasons within the discipline, it is likely that the focus in any discussion of
collectivities will be on counterarguments emphasizing disjunction, displacement, dislocation, and disruption. I think, however, that it is as important for anthropologists to listen to counternarratives of connection as it is vital to continue listening for silences and dissonance. I find that many students are interested in the collective witnessing action of strangers through human rights groundtruthing sites like Ushahidi and those sites inspired by it, and in the potential of “buycotts” or “carrot mobbing” as well as boycotts as strategies for effecting change as consumers. The unnamed are usually the most powerful or powerless, and our discipline has focused on naming both. As stronger and stronger claims on social and material resources are made by a smaller and smaller group (the Occupy movement’s one percent), anthropology’s tools are useful to analyze the power and structural violence (Galtung 1969) of the situation. But we also need to go beyond analyses of impasse. I think that despite social media sorting users into spaces of sameness, many young people are looking for everyday practices that engage, and find points of convergence between, different perspectives. A student once asked me in a large introductory class whether a Republican could be an anthropology major; whether one can recognize and counter ethnocentrism ought to matter more in that context than the myriad ways in which individuals may identify themselves.

Anthropology’s professional listening skills and respect for the tenacity and multiplicity of individual and shared vantage points can make useful contributions in the public sphere. I am reminded of this every day in my job as director of the Appalachian Center at the University of Kentucky, working back in my home region, in which I was told upon taking the job that communities, students, and state interests were hopelessly divided by, and entrenched in, the Coal Wars: prioritizing either jobs or the mountains people live on, as the terms of the debate are often set. This is an impossibly narrow choice, and people do not line up neatly behind those banners. It reminds me of the statement of a chemical industry representative to the residents of Institute, West Virginia (where cancer rates are very high around the chemical plants), that their choice is either to live like squirrels in the woods or accept the byproducts of human progress (Pickering and Lewis 1991). As anthropologists, we often study the ways in which people understand and navigate contradictions as a “both–and” rather than an entrenchment “either–or” environment, and we can apply that to our own discipline.

As a political-economic rather than a functionalist anthropologist, I wrote off Emile Durkheim’s inability to deal with conflict and revolutionary change early in my career. As I have learned more about his personal history and about the experiences of anyone facing that much loss (whether in early-20th-century Europe or early-21st-century Sri Lanka), I can better understand that Durkheim’s intellectual impulse was to look for what he did not trust existed: the reason any human connection might persist rather than the reason for human disconnection. His student, Mary Douglas, investigated that question further in her book How Institutions Think (1986) and posited what people have to necessarily remember and forget in order to engage in a social project together, whether a nation, a family, or an organization, despite tremendous differences in perspective. Mark Whitaker (1999) discusses this as “amiable incoherence”—the ways in which actions and arrangements that can be strategically and mutually beneficial do not need to have, and usually do not have, the same motivations or framing at all. There are various ways that social theorists are exploring how people do somehow “only connect” (as E. M. Forster (1988) put the same puzzle Durkheim was working through), from Peter Benson’s (2008) “faciality” to Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri’s (2000) “politics of love” and bell hooks’ (2012) thoughts on what humans can learn about love from the landscape itself.

There is a difference between thinking about human connection and dropping community into anthropological analyses as an unexamined package or a placeholder. The assumption that community means “sameness” is problematic for many reasons, including the silencing of some members in any communal representation and the notion that there is a stasis that gets disrupted to which it is possible to return (as though that is how war and reconciliation proceed). France’s emphasis on the primacy of the “citizen” identity as an argument against students wearing the hijab in schools and the presumed whiteness and Christianity of U.S. citizens in much proposed anti-immigrant legislation are examples of applications of “community” rhetoric that violently invoke inclusion in order to exclude. Wendy Brown (2008) has written incisively about the powerful silencing of “tolerance.” Mary Bushnell critiques the “vague depiction made of community as shared values and a sense of connectedness” (2001:162) often used by social scientists and focuses on how individuals navigate the tensions and contradictions of community, which she defines as “active, complex, and changing” (2001:159) rather than as a flattened given. In anthropology over the past century and a half, we have variously flattened or explored the contours of some aspects of human life: time (Fabian 1983), space (Foucault 1980), or community (Bushnell 2001), for example. At the moment, liberal democratic and capitalist logics are very much under examination. Both assume unproblematized communities, whether in terms of national or market citizenship (Kingsolver 2010).

The kinks in liberal democratic logic come when it is tested by questions of voice and universality, as we see in debates about whether universal human rights discourse is itself culturally specific and about what constitutes “free speech” and its silent constituents (landscapes marked with yellow ribbons in support of soldiers afar, bricks and tags remembering enslavement or genocide, or white crosses invoking memories of slain soldiers or aborted fetuses, all of these silent markers carrying different possible readings). In South Carolina, a nudist colony and a white supremacist militia encampment came together to protest increased county regulatory authority over what happens on private
property; this seemed to be a strategic convergence in the use of liberal democratic logic. In the federal landscape, it might be possible for those with enough economic resources to move to a state with a legal and political structure that converges with their views, but what about those who cannot afford to move? Do they have full citizenship in their political communities? The United States’ uneven application of its own logic became painfully evident in events in the Abu Ghraib prison.

My suggestion here that anthropology focus on the “both—and of (dis)juncture” in the everyday practice of reconciliation is not quite a Pollyanna-ish call for balance through a liberal democratic lens, although that flipping exercise can be useful in cultural anthropology. What might an extension of the “Nacirema” (Miner 1956) thought experiment look like if students in the United States were asked to imagine their country as what it is: the most indebted nation, a nation linguistically isolated, and a nation with extreme economic and health disparities, with low voter turnouts, high incidence of gun violence and racism, and with incarceration rates that are startlingly high in comparison with other nations but also startlingly disproportionate to its own demographics? If students were asked, further, to act as the U.S.-dominated World Bank in relation to this imagined country, would it not be the case that the structural adjustment policies and human rights sanctions applied to the United States itself would have to be among the strongest applied to any nation in the world? The difference between rhetoric and experience can be difficult to navigate. During the eventually successful campaign to bring the confederate flag off the statehouse dome, Lonnie Randolph, the leader of the NAACP in South Carolina, said that if a business supporting the flying of the confederate flag would go ahead and display it prominently, it would make it much easier to know which businesses to patronize and which to boycott (personal communication with author, August 1999). There are parallels on the transnational level.

The term reconciliation, as Christian Gade (2013) points out, presumes a preconflict equilibrium (or community) that can be restored. I agree with those who do not believe that either peace or conflict work in this way. Gade argues that restorative justice is a story we tell. I think we tell ourselves and others stories every day of connection and disconnection, juncture and disjuncture, and that constitutes relatedness. The idea of a community ruptured and restored, or a bond broken and mended, comes from the Christian notion of putting an event in the past after confession, forgiveness, and erasure, which Julius Gathogo points out is at odds with remembering injustices as part of the ongoing hard work of reconciliation as recognizing “the humanity of each other” (2012:77). Truth and reconciliation commissions have sometimes led to reparations within countries but would probably be limited by the abovementioned vagaries of liberal democratic boundaries if Wole Soyenka’s call for Western nations’ repatriation of “the post-colonial loot salted away in their vaults” (Gathogo 2012:79) were taken up transnationally. Postgenocidal contexts cannot simply be restored to a prior state. As Darini Rajasingh-Senanayake states, “For many women who have lost family members peace can never be a simple return to the past. Rather, peace necessarily constitutes a creative remaking of cultural meanings and agency—a third space between a familiar, often romanticized past and the traumatic present” (2001:107). Nor is there a clear division between genocidal states and nongenocidal states: there are consistently expressed genocidal views within national communities; the eugenicist white supremacist political parties gain power, but the ongoing question for anthropologists is what it means to talk about national communities and recognize the extreme diversity of views within them.

Pauline Wakeham (2012) has contributed very interestingly to the literature on reconciliation and state apologies by arguing that, for liberal states, apologies do not unsettle white privilege but instead reinscribe both white privilege and state power. She says that instead of encouraging indigenous voices and diverse social movements within the nation-state, state apologies for past injustices to Aboriginal and First Nations residents of Australia and Canada have led to “bypassing more radical forms of structural transformation that would destabilize the power asymmetries underpinning white authority” (2012:3) and that liberal discourses about reconciliation and terror (2012:9) are both applied to indigenous voices within nation-states. Monica Chují (2012) has also described the labeling of indigenous activists in Amazonian Ecuador as terrorists by the state, explaining that having an indigenous national leader has made the space for dissent by indigenous nations within Ecuador even narrower; I think this is because, as Brown would argue, multiculturalism is assumed to be “covered.”

Truth and reconciliation processes and state apologies facilitate moments of articulating and personalizing the structural violence that usually goes unnamed, but Fiona Ross reminds us that it is as important to listen to the silences in those processes as what is spoken; she notes the need to recognize silence as “a legitimate discourse on pain” (2002:272). There is a constant tension between official history and memory (Yoneyama 1999), and it is not possible or necessary to completely reconcile them. Moving beyond impasse does not just mean signing a new constitution or hearing an apology. Girma Negash, who has experienced genocide and written about state apologies, discusses the need for “recognition of the Other even to the point of vulnerability” (2006:156). Sasikumar Balasundaram (personal communication with author, April 2013), who has also lived in a genocidal context, believes that the political inflexibility evident in so many ways right now can be attributed to fear of that kind of
vulnerability, of actual exchange. Spoma Jovanovic (2012), who has written about the Greensboro (North Carolina) Truth and Reconciliation Commission, makes the excellent point that civility (a term much in vogue with politicians and university administrators in the United States) does not equal politeness; it is everyday work. Anthropologists, although we are ourselves informed by and take up many different positions, can contribute (across subfields) to understandings of social life that accept the coexistence of contradictory perspectives and that focus on the everyday work of difference, indirection, and convergence. Lee Baker (1998) pointed out that Plessy v. Ferguson, the legislation justifying racialized segregation in the United States, came down to the everyday work of train conductors sorting people into cars. Individuals have similarly been expected to do the everyday work of genocide (as Primo Levi and other witnesses have documented), of Transportation Security Administration profiling, and of Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) deportations. There is simultaneously all the time the work of disjuncture going on but also the work of finding juncture. As anthropologist Laura Ring observes from her ethnographic research in an apartment building in Karachi, Pakistan, “peace itself is the product of a relentless creative labor” (2006:3). The listening skills of the discipline are useful in documenting everyday moments of convergence as well as dissonance, and understanding how both happen is important as part of reframing the impossible: it does not really have to come down to being squirrels in the woods or accepting structural violence.
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